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Tuition hikes and increased student fees

In dragon year no economic relief for Mercer students
By Amanda Knoblock
Senior Reporter

Chinese New Year, also known
as the “Spring Festival,” marks
the end of winter for China and
other parts of the world. The exact
date of the festival is based on the
cycles of the moon but generally
falls in late January or early February. The Chinese zodiac rotates
on a 12-year cycle with each year
represented by a different animal.
2012 is the year of the Dragon
and is believed to be the most
royal and lucky of all the animals
bringing with it the promise of
prosperity and good fortune.
It looks like the good
fortune of a dragon year will be
skipping Mercer, however, as students can look forward to their
fourteenth consecutive tuition increase. An open meeting proposing a tuition and fee increase was
held on Mercer’s West Windsor
Campus on January 31. The decision to increase student tuition
will take place in the upcoming
weeks and will go into effect for
summer 2012 courses.
During the meeting,
Mercer President Dr. Patricia C.
Donohue explained that Mercer’s
See DRAGON YEAR pages 6-7
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Dressed in traditional Chinese costumes, women marched in New York’s annual Chinese New Year Parade from Little Italy through Chinatown on
January 29, 2012.

Print card machine moved, still not near printers
A new vending machine prompts admins to move the print card machine 40 feet
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The printers are in the library, but
the machine that sells the print
cards is a building away, in the
Student Center. After running out
of money on her print card and
having to forgo her place in line
so she could make the trek to the
Student Center to refill her card,
Barbara Schaeffer, a Medical Billing student at Mercer, decided to
take action.
Schaeffer wrote to Mercer’s Vice President for Administration and Chief Business Officer
Jacob Eapen last April, letting him
know that it was inconvenient to
have to go from one building to
another and then back again to
purchase or refill a print card, and
suggesting a solution: move the
machine to the library.
Eapen responded to
Schaeffer saying, “the matter will

be looked into.” She followed up
but got no more information. To
her surprise when she arrived at
campus on Monday, January 9,
she saw that the Vend Print machine had indeed been moved,
but rather than putting it in the
library, where it is most needed, it
had ended up just around the corner from its original location.
In an interview with The
VOICE Commanding Officer of
Security, Michael Flaherty explained the reason the machine
was moved. He said, “I know why
they moved it. The vending machines, the new Red Bull machine
was interfering with [the Vend
Print] machine. The machine was
moved to make it more accessible
to students.”
Schaeffer is not the only
one who finds the print card locations (both new and old) frustrating. The College VOICE conduct-

Student Center
(SC)

By Sierra Downs
Senior Reporter

old vend print
machine location
(now red bull location)

Library
(LB)

new vend print
machine location
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The Vend Print card machine, though centrally located in the Student Center after being moved to accomodate
a Red Bull vending machine this past fall, is still not close to either of the locations where the cards are used.
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CAMPUS & LOCAL

Washington crosses the Delaware for the 59th time
By Dan Asnis
Senior Reporter

Every Christmas day since 1953
hundreds of re-enactors and
spectators have made their way to
the sides of the Delaware river to
watch the annual re-enactment of
General George Washington and
his army’s crossing on December
25, 1776.
Budget cuts at the park
have been offset by the efforts of
a volunteer group named The
Friends of Washington Crossing
Historical Park, who coordinate
the annual reenactment and run
educational programs at the park.
Bruce Cobb, a historical interpreter at the park, explains that the re-enactment was
started by a local actor and a few
of his colleagues. “He started out
with four or five guys and a small
boat and then it built from there.
St. John Terrell was his name.
He [played] George Washington
from 1953 until 1977.”
Terell was also owner of
the Lambertville Music Circus,
and according to Terell’s October
1998 New York Times obituary by
Robert McG. Thomas Jr., Chicago-born Terell was a founder of
the Bucks County Playhouse back
in 1939.
The past three years the
role of Washington has has been
played by John Godzieba, a Lieutenant in the Bristol Township, Pa.
police department. Godzieba has
participated in the re-enactment
for 19 years. He says, “I always
had a love of the eighteenth century period of history and joined
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George Washington, played by John Godzieba, prepares toPennsylvaniaelaware River with his Generals for the
annual reenactment at Washington Crossing State Park in New Jersey on December 25, 2012.
a re-enactment group actually
here at Washington Crossing Historic Park. My love of Revolutionary War history grew, and I got
involved in the living history part
of it and just kept going.”
In terms of how each
person in the reenactment is selected for the honor, Godzieba
says, “Well they always had to
audition, and the audition would
take place every so many years
depending on how often the park
wanted to change it. I auditioned
twice before and didn’t make the
cut. But in 2009 I was able to get

the position as Washington.”
Ronald Rinaldi, a historian and adjunct professor from
Branchburg, NJ who teaches history at Warren County and Union
County College, says he has been
participating in the re-enactment
since 1976. Back then he was just
a 14-year-old high school freshman and he landed only a minor
role.
By 2011, Rinaldi was
portraying General Nathanael
Green. He is now joined by his
two sons, who also participate.
“My oldest one, Ronny, is 14 years

old. He started with me eight
years ago. This is going to be his
eighth crossing. He’s playing a
drummer boy and wearing my
original uniform that I wore when
I was his age. His other son, James
(8), played the role of a runner.
Rinaldi explained that
he was chosen to play Washington in 2007 and 2008, but he did
not get to cross the river because
river conditions were deemed
unsafe. “The weather did not
work well with us, but in a way it
was a propos, because two other
crossings that were supposed to

be made Christmas eve of the
original crossing didn’t cross [either]. There was supposed to be a
crossing made at Trenton and one
down below Trenton in conjunction with Washington’s crossing,
however the river was so fast and
filled with ice, the snowstorm actually prevented the soldiers from
crossing. So the fact that you can’t
get across this river [sometimes]
is very true to form. It is historically actuate.”
Currently the park’s visitor center is closed for major renovations that are expected to be
completed this summer. “That is a
change that took a long time being planned, and we are very very
happy that we’re finally getting it
built,” said historical site administrator Joan D. Hauger who took
over the park in October of 2010.
Currently the park’s
administration and programs
are being run out of temporary
trailers. The new visitor center
will bring changes. According to
Hauger, “There will be a lovely
new exhibition area...and we will
also have a new Collections care
and storage area...a wonderful gift
to us from Lockheed Martin who
gave us a nice grant to fit out that
space.”
Lockheed Martin has
made previous donations of time,
labor and twenty five hundred
tree seedlings that were planted
in the lower park area. Other major corporations such as Comcast
have also contributed volunteer
partnerships to the park .
The completion date for
construction is set for August 15.

Mercer holds MLK day event on Trenton’s Kerney campus

Performers celebrate King’s legacy, speakers discuss whether King’s dream has been fully realized
By Dan Asnis
Senior Reporter
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Key note speaker John H. Harmon discussed which parts of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr.’s famous “I have a dream” speech still have yet to be
fulfilled.

On Monday January 16, at Mercer’s James Kerney campus in
Trenton an “I Can Succeed” event
was held to commemorate the
legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr.
The keynote speaker at
the event was Mercer alumnus
John H. Harmon, who is president and founder of the African
American Chamber of Commerce of New Jersey. Harmon
gave a speech about the state of
Dr. King’s dream and what parts
of it are still yet to be realized to
their maximum potential.
Harmon recounted that
the message of this commemoration was that “Dr. King was all
about the people and not about
himself.” Harmon said he thought
King would have a “mixed reaction” if he saw the world today.
“On one hand [King
would] see significant progress.
On the other hand [he would]
see that we should be a lot farther along. He’d probably be very
disappointed in terms of the level
of courage of our black leadership and the performance of our
young kids educationally,” he said.
Harmon said he thought
that America has taken some of
King’s message for granted. “His
message was not only dreaming,
but bringing the dream to frui-

“On one hand [King

would] see significant
progress. On the other
hand [he would] see that
we should be a lot farther
along. He’d probably be
very disappointed in terms
of the level of courage of
our black leadership and
the performance of our
young kids educationally.”
- John H. Harmon, president and
founder of the African American
Chamber of Commerce of New
Jersey

tion. He was a worker, he wasn’t
a talker. I think today we do much
more commentary than actually putting the shovel to the plow
and that’s where we’re coming up
short,” he said.
In addition to Harmon’s
presentation, there was an ecclectic assortment of performances
that included the mime team
Brothers of Faith, a dance troop
that consisted of Mercer’s African
American Student Organization
(AASO), and singer and Mercer
student Taylor Stokes Pickett.
There were also readings of quotes

from famous African Americans
by students from the Youth College and Yes Center programs and
a poetry reading by Alma Day.
The event was emceed
by Communications professor
Alvyn Haywood who said in an
interview with The VOICE that
he hoped the event would “send
the message that not only have
we realized, in part, Dr. Martin
Luther King’s dream, and people
who are awake no longer need to
dream. But they can be visionaries in terms of their awareness and
wakefulness as a community, as a
people, as a nation and as dwellers
here on the blue planet.”
Haywood agreed with
Harmon that parts of King’s
dream need to be revisited. “After
the pandemic of the crack drug,
many of us sort of became afraid
of our young people and didn’t
really take them under our wing
and sort of mentor them to do
their best. So I think we’re now
reaping the whirlwind as a result
of not doing that.” Haywood said.

WANT TO LEARN
MORE ABOUT
EVENTS IN OUR
AREA?
visit mcccvoice.org




Print card machine
moves for Red Bull
Continued from page 1
ed a poll of 70 Mercer students
which showed that of the 30 percent of students who regularly use
the printers on campus, 85 percent find the location of the print
card machine to be thoroughly
inconvenient.
Donna Wolf, Mercer’s
Reference Librarian, is familiar
with the print card issues. She
told The VOICE that between the
hours of 8 and 10 am on February 14 --a typical day at her job-she was asked “at least five times”
where the print card machine is
located.
“We’re very service-oriented in the library. When [students] need to print, they need to
print now because they’re headed
to class. It just seems like poor
student service,” Wolf said.
Security Chief Flaherty
proposed a solution other than
moving the machine again. He
said, “Why not put a second one
in? I don’t know what it costs,
but if it would make the students
more successful, then doesn’t that
just make common sense?”
Lucia
Brown-Joseph,
Manager of the Bursar’s Office,
has an opposing view. Brown-Joseph handles refilling the machine
with cards and money. She adds
that “Mercer can’t afford” having
an additional print card machine
in the library, as one machine
“costs [approximately] 7,000 dollars.”
In an interview with a
marketing vendor at ITC Systems,
the company that makes Vend
Print machines, a single unit costs
$3,685. The Vend Print brochure
says that the costs of the machines
(and software) are made up for in
savings because their clients have
experienced a “19 percent savings
in printing consumables” each
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““Why not put a second
[print card machine] in? I
don’t know what it costs,
but if it would make the
students more successful,
then doesn’t that just make
common sense?”
- Commanding Officer of Security,
Michael Flaherty
year.

However, Executive Director of IT Services Susan Bowen explained that the Vend Print
machine “is used not only in the
library, but also in the computer
graphics labs in the ES building.”
She suggests this is why the Student Center is the right location
for the machine, because it is between the two places where it is
used.
Bowen is correct that
the Vend Print machine is located
between the two places where it
might be used, the library and the
ES Building, though it is far more
frequently used in the library. The
VOICE used a rolling distance
measuring wheel and determined
that the print card machine, in its
new location, is 307 feet from the
library and 474 feet from the ES
labs.
Bowen went on to say
that this year the school had
planned to “assess the Vend Print
software and its operation and
make a recommendation to the
College to keep this current system or replace it.” Until that assessment is made, she doesn’t feel
a second machine should be purchased.
Sophomore
Michael
Hernandez, a Liberal Arts major, suggests that the Vend Print
machine “seems to be concealed”
where it is currently located.
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Identity theft in the bookstore?
A woman bought $1,500 worth of items using another student’s ID
By Kellie Rendia
Senior Reporter

According to Lt. Brian Melnick,
the public information officer
at the West Windsor Police Department, Tiffany Chappel (41)
used another student’s ID (and
thus her financial aid money) in
the college’s bookstore, purchasing 1,500 dollars worth of items
including two tablet books, a
Samsung cell phone and prepaid
phone cards. Chappel was later
arrested by Det. Dranchak of the
WWPD.
Students were first
alerted to the incident the week
before the semester began, when
an email from Executive Dean for
Student Affairs Dr. Diane Campbell was sent out alluding to the
bookstore incident and informing students that “the MCCC
Bookstore will require two forms
of ID to purchase books. Your
MCCC ID is required. The second form of ID can be a driver’s

license, a passport or some other
form of ID with your picture on
it.”
According to Stephanie
McMullen, a second year Education major at Mercer, this new
dual ID policy in the bookstore is
not always being enforced. When
asked if she had to produce two
forms of ID when purchasing
books McMullen said, “No, I only
had to show my license.” Bookstore employees would not comment on the policy.
The bookstore is not the
only place at Mercer that has to
deal with student’s abuse of financial aid. In a the February, 2008 issue of The VOICE reporters Shaheed Morris and Patrick Amaral
reported that some students have
been scamming the system by attending classes only long enough
to receive their financial aid
checks at which point they take
the money and disappear.
According to Morris and
Amaral’s article, then-Director of
Financial Aid, Reggie Page, said

those students cost the college
approximately 100,000 dollars a
year. It does not appear that this
form of fraud would be ameliorated by the current dual ID policy
that Dean Campbell’s letter says
will now be used in the bookstore.
When asked how these
new ID polices will benefit
MCCC’s campus Campbell said,
“If students wear their ID, hopefully we can keep kids safer. It’s the
question of enforcing the ID.”
According to Campbell,
Mercer’s security officers have
been extensively trained in enforcing the ID tag policy. “If there’s
any disruption they will look for
student’s ID’s first.” Campbell said.
Mercer’s Security Director Bryon Marshall declined repeated requests to comment on
the bookstore incident and on
Mercer’s ID tag policy inforcement.

READ MORE
at mcccvoice.org

A string of burglaries hit Princeton in January

Princeton police say houses left open were the prime targets in a series of six burglaries
By Emily Magsamen
Reporter

The Princeton Township Police
Department is currently investigating a string of burglaries
at homes primarily in the riverside area of Princeton. All of
the burglaries (some successful,
but most just attempts) have occurred within a half-mile radius
of one another. The total value of
things that have been taken from
six occurrences is $615. The last
reported incident was on January
17, 2012.
Sergeant Michael Cifelli
of the Princeton Township Police
Department said in an interview
with The VOICE: “Most, if not
all, of these instances are open opportunities… In other words, an
open car door, garage, unlocked
window, etc.” He also said: “The
good thing is that this is the basic
parallel.”
Concerned residents in
the area have placed many calls

“Although we have not
been able to draw any
conclusions yet, it is
important that you lock
your doors and windows,
make sure you don’t
leave your vehicles open,
and don’t put yourself
through the aggravation
of something small
happening.”
- Sgt. Michael Cifelli,
Princeton Township Police Dept.

to the police department asking
whether the burglars may be just
kids, considering the amateur
nature of the theivery, or if they
should be worried about a more

experienced criminal.
The events occurred on
Sycamore Lane, Princeton-Kingston Road, Prospect Avenue, and
Shadybrook Lane.
Sgt. Cifelli said “Although we have not been able to
draw any conclusions yet, it is important that you lock your doors
and windows, make sure you
don’t leave your vehicles open,
and don’t put yourself through the
aggravation of something small
happening.”
Madeleine Barrett of Jefferson Road in Princeton said,
“We have not taken any extra precautions because we always lock
all our doors and windows if we
remember. We are on the corner
of Jefferson and Valley, which gets
lots of foot traffic so we have always been careful not to leave the
garage door open on anything
that would be inviting to someone
looking for an opportunity.”

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION | THE COLLEGE VOICE

During a string of six burglaries (most of which were just attempts) in
Princeton, NJ this past January roughly $615 was stolen.
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Neil Simon’s Laugher on the 23rd Floor has successful run at Kelsey
By Emily Lukasweycz &
Miranda Horn
Reporters

Local theater company Maurer Productions staged a revival
of Neil Simon’s classic comedy
Laughter on the 23rd Floor at
Mercer’s Kelsey Theatre from January 27 to February 5.
The generational tone of
the piece did not seem specifically
intended for current college students, but the opening night audience, made up of mostly older
people, was extremely receptive
even to the harsher language and
the dirtier jokes.
The entire show is set in
a writing room in 30 Rockefeller
Center and follows the workplace antics of Lucas Brickman
(played by Mercer’s own Mark
Swift, a Theater major), an eager,
level-headed writer recently hired
by NBC to write for “The Max
Prince Show” --patterned on the
Sid Ceasar show that was popular
in the 1950’s.
Clever usage of dim and
bright lighting allowed the Brickman character to be the narrator as well as lead actor. Early on
Brickman realizes he will have
to become as crazy as the rest of
the staff, including the star of the
sketch comedy show, Max Prince,
to keep his job.
The production featured
a single set consisting of a long
table, a couch, some chairs and a
wall that gets an increasing number of holes in it as the show progresses.
The strength of the
show lay less in the visual set up
and more in its acting talent. The
scene-stealers were Michael Gonzalez in the role of Milt Fields,
and Swift as Brickman. Gonza-
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The cast of Kelsey Theatre’s well received production of Neil Simon’s “Laughter on the 23rd Floor.” FROM LEFT: Joe Zedeny, Casey
Woods, Joe Perignat, Michael Gonzalez (kneeling), Brett Molotsky, Alana Caraccio, John Pinto.
lez’s character was modeled after
Carl Reiner, and his performance
of the swanky Fields left the audience rolling. Swift captured the
quirky nuances of Simon’s humor and provided the emotional
grounding for the show’s more
sentimental important moments.
“The comedic banter

between Max and the writers
was timelessly entertaining,” said
Mercer County Community College student Andrew Maldonado,
a second year Graphic Design/Visual Arts major.
As a 30 year veteran with
The State Street Players, actor Joseph Perignat (Max Prince), is no

stranger to Neil Simon’s comedy.
When asked if everything went
according to plan during opening
night he said, “Just about 99 percent.”
Director, Producer, Costumer, and Set Designer John
Maurer of Maurer Productions
OnStage was thrilled with the

cast’s performance throughout.
When asked what part of the
show he was most excited about,
Maurer said, “It was up on its feet
and running. The months of work
on the show is now in front of an
audience and there is laughter. We
may not be on the 23rd floor, but
the laughter is there all the same.”

Comedian Sebastian Maniscalco sold out The Stress Factory
By Trish Vogel
Reporter

PHOTO | STEVE ANDERSON

Comedian Sebastian Maniscalco paid his dues waiting tables for
seven years in LA. Now his national tour is playing to sold out crowds
including those at his recent gig at The Stress Factory in New Brunswick.

It took seven years of waiting tables in LA before he’d catch his big
break, but Sebastian Maniscalco
knew he would be a comedian
since day one. He has been featured on Leno, Comedy Central
and HBO, and January 26 to 29
he played a local run at The Stress
Factory in New Brunswick.
“Its 60 degrees in LA and
people start breaking out their
North Face. They wouldn’t last
a day in Jersey” the 39 year old,
Chicago native joked.
Maniscalco has national
tour dates lined up for the next
year. He sold out his opening
night at The Stress Factory and
two shows the following day.
Maniscalco’s
material
comes from his life experiences.
He jokes about growing up in an
all Italian household but steers
clear of Italian cliches. His Stress
Factory set included bits on flip
flop sandals, picking out a grill
at Home Depot, extreme water
slides and the chaos that is shopping at TJ Maxx.
In one piece he talks
about teaching his dad how to
use the computer. Maniscalco
instructed his father to “open the

window,” to which his father responded: “Why? It’s freezing outside!” The whole set was so funny
that the man beside me was jumping out of his chair.
Maniscalco also riffs off
his audience and routinely steps
away from planned material.
Looking around the room at The
Stress Factory people were falling
out of their seats laughing, and
some were scared they might be
Maniscalco’s next victim.
In a brief interview with
The VOICE Maniscalco said the
audience’s reaction can be the
best part of the show. He said one
of his favorite memories on stage
was during The Wild West Comedy Show with Vince Vaughn,
when he got a standing ovation in
Nashville, Tennessee.
Comedy show fanatic and Monmouth University
graduate, Agata Gorski, said of
Maniscalco’s performance, “It’s
one of the better shows I’ve seen
in a small venue.” She went on
to say that she loved the way he
connected with the audience, and
that everything he joked about
she could relate to.
As for the venue, however, The Stress Factory is literally
stressful. The tables are too close
together and waiters and wait-

resses have to lean over guests to
get other guest’s orders.
Tara Weiss a 22-yearold audience member from Bordentown NJ, complained of the
“awkward” service and high prices. With a minimum purchase
of 2twoitems off the menu or
more, per person, you are forced
to spend some money. It’s worth
going to see a great performer
like Maniscalco, but the venue
wouldn’t be worth the effort for a
lesser act.
Maniscalco has shows
set up all across the states for
the next year already booked. He
will be back in the tri-state area
at the end of April in Hasbrouck
Heights, NJ. Maniscalco also has
a TV special on Showtime airing
now called What’s Wrong with
People.

SEE MORE

Sebastian Maniscalco’s
new comedy special
“What’s Wrong with
People?” will be released on DVD March
27. Find links at
mcccvoice.org
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 ears bleed
Finally, a musical genre that will make your
Bombastic electronic music genre known as DUBSTEP keeps pushing the limits
By Noelle Gilman
Reporter

Before pressing play Jessica Hall,
a third year Liberal Arts major
at Mercer, full-time employee
of Bristol-Meyers Squibb, and
mother of two, smiled under her
headphones. She was eager to listen to the music her kids liked,
a relatively new genre known as
dubstep. Then the music began.
A small then deep wrinkle started forming between her
brows. The corners of her mouth
drooped downward into a frown.
After thirty-four seconds of heavy
throbbing wobs and womps,
punctuated by radical distortions
and glitches, Hall had enough.
“Oh hell no!” she exclaimed. She looked up from the
device she held in her hands and
said,“I’m rather liberal with my
children’s music consumption,
but this makes me feel uncomfortable. It sounds like rave drug
music!”
Hall’s reaction mirrors
that of many people encountering
dubstep for the first time. In a recent article in Philadelphia Weekly, Elliot Sharp writes, “dubstep’s
all about externalized aggression
and rage, and it’s made audiences
across the country fill large clubs
and stadiums to get sonically
pummeled and dance their asses
off.”
While dubstep’s origins
can be traced back to the late
1990’s, it wasn’t until 2002 that the
term “dubstep” was thought to be
coined by Ammunition PR who

externalized aggression
and rage, and it’s made
audiences across the
country fill large clubs
and stadiums to get
sonically pummeled and
dance their asses off.”
- Elliot Sharp, Philadelphia Weekly
ran a club in Soho London and
was involved in the formation of
the genre. Furthermore, electronic music, long popular in western
Europe, has only recently been
embraced in the United States.
Dubstep is a distant
cousin of house and rave music.
It is directly descended from dub,
a reggae sub-genre, and 2-step
garage. From the beginning it attempted to combine darker, more
experimental sounds with the
components of its parent genres.
A whole culture is growing up around dubstep. In Elliot
Sharp’s November 16, 2011 article, entitled “Dubstep Poised to
Take Philly’s Music Throne,” he
notes that electronic dance music (EDM) festivals like Electric
Daisy Carnival in Las Vegas are
drawing in as many as 223,000
fans. There is Electric Zoo in New
York and Ultra Music in Miami.
Warped music that once only had

Go see The Grey...NOW!
By Ken Napier
Reporter

The Grey is the only thing that
isn’t dreary this winter, as Director Joe Carnahan (The A-Team)
kicks the usual January lineup in
the teeth with his newest release.
Starring Liam Neeson
(as John Ottway), five guys who
aren’t Liam Neeson, and a pack
of pissed off Timber wolves, The
Grey scrapes its way through the
Alaskan wilderness leaving a trail
of blood, fire and broken bodies.
The protagonist, Ottway,
is the chief security officer of a
remote drilling company, a stoic
man who is familiar with death,
who left the warmth of the lower
48 for the company of ex-cons and
the biting cold of the last American frontier. While on a flight to a
new remote drilling site, the plane
crashes into the tundra, killing all
but Ottway and a handful of miners.
What follows is 90 minutes of Sarah Palin’s Alaska getting
curb stomped by Liam Neeson.
The film presents a constantly rising tension as the group is stalked
through the darkness by shadows
with open jaws and yellow teeth.
The near constant brutality of nature is the main character. Mostly it is deadly but occassionally, when the survivors stop
to catch their breath, a subtle ten-

derness comes in around the edges, imbuing the sweeping arctic
vistas with an unearthly beauty.
Ottway responds to increasingly impossible situations
with tenacious ingenuity, improvising solutions to some nasty
problems while keeping a level
head, using both his mind and
body to confront the dangers
of the raw, frozen north as they
spring up.
This is the kind of movie
that leaves theater seats sticky
with excess adrenaline sweat. The
final five minutes of this film contain more badass machismo than
2011’s entire box-office lineup,
culminating in a finale so spectacular it will have you standing
up and screaming at the screen.
Put down this paper and go see
this movie. NOW!
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Skrillex, nominated for a “Best New Artist” Grammy, is one of dubstep’s
most famous faces, but purists insist his sound has morphed into a new
style known as brostep.
[and] even more so, they just
want it as hard as you can. They’re
like ‘Rusko, I want you to melt my
face off!’…A lot of dubstep fans
just come ‘cause they wanna hear
the most … dirty, distorted music
possible, and that’s not what [dubstep] is about.”

While purists and newcomers continue to fight over the
future of dubstep, parents like
Jessica Hall are likely to do what
parents have always done when
their kids start listening to rebellious music: tell them to “turn that
racket DOWN!”

Muddy Heart
by R.C. Lages

The paramedics did not know
when the artery burst. They
did know it was the femoral,
and they had less than five
minutes to keep the man alive.
A crucial minute had
already been spent locating
the wound. This involved taking off the now worthless attire
meant to protect the rider. The
helmet was easily removed, as
was the mandatory flak jacket,
but slicing the chaps stole precious moments. That is when
they realized the femur had
split, clear through its artery.
A pool of blood accumulated in the mire, under
the right thigh, where the rider
lay. His mud splattered face
had turned a spectral shade of
white.
By this time, those at
the nearby trainer’s stand had
gathered around the extreme
edge of the track, along with
the out-rider who diverted
traffic. One medic was holding
the rider’s leg in the air. Another was applying pressure using
a solitary hand; he went for his
belt with the other, only to realize any further effort would
be in vain. The man was gone.
“What the hell happened?” asked the one who replaced the rider’s lifeless limb

in the muck.
“That fella got drug
clear ‘round the racetrack,”
one spectator gravely replied.
“Yea, if that horse
don’t turn on a dime coming
off the track, he’d still be draggin’ him,” added a second.
“Looked like a doll bouncin’
around there.”
“Where’s the trainer?” inquired the other medic.
“Ah, that guy...?...
Hardly ever see him. He trains
from his car, at the barn.”
Meanwhile,
the
loose horse had galloped back
home to his trainer’s distant
barn. It was no surprise to
his handlers; the horse had a
reputation for losing riders.
The trainer strained
to get out of his car and in a
huff said, “I knew I shouldn’t
put that kid on my horse. But
we still got another one to go.
Get that tack off the horse and
put it on 62.”
“What about the
jockey, boss?” asked the
groom. “You wanna go see if
he’s ok?”
“What for? Only
thing gonna be ailing him
is his heart. He ain’t coming
back. Go tell that boy on the
backside I’ll give him fifteen

to get on that last horse.”
The groom was
surprised, as his boss never
paid the going rate of fifteen dollars; he hated to
come off twelve. Shuffling
back to his Cadillac, the
trainer became pleased
with his assumption that
the boy who fell off his
horse would be too afraid
to chase his twelve bucks.
He could pay the other
guy fifteen and still be nine
dollars ahead. The trainer
smiled.

R. C. Lages Bio

FICTION

MOVIE REVIEW

“Dubstep’s all about

a home in small clubs is moving
into the mainstream.
In fact, many mainstream, and underground, artists,
have now incorporated dubstep
into their work. From hip-hop
like Yelawolf to nu-metal like
Korn’s newest album “The Path
of Totality,” dubstep is being employed across the genres. Even
17-year-old pop star Justin Beiber
has expressed interest in using the
sound for his upcoming album.
Dubstep has come so far
that purists are now splitting with
artists who are pushing the genre
to even further limits. One of
dubstep’s most well-known performers is Skrillex, who received
a Grammy nomination for “Best
New Artist” this year. Skrillex has
been pushing the boundaries of
the genre to the point where his
sound (and that of others like
him) is distinctive enough to earn
a new title: brostep.
In the article “90’s Angst
Bobbing to Dubstep Beats,” written by David Peisner of the New
York Times this past December,
he writes: “As the genre has grown
in popularity…it has transformed
into a noisy, aggressive…spectacle that detractors refer to pejoratively as bro-step...Skrillex… has
become, fairly or unfairly, the face
of bro-step.”
Popular DJ, Rusko, who
is often credited (or blamed) for
originating bro-step, said on the
BBC’s 1xtra show, “I kinda took
[dubstep] there, and now everybody else has taken it too far…
I’ve been in America touring …

Robert Lages grew up in
Vienna, Va, and currently
lives in Allentown, Pa. with
his wife Johanne and daughter
Emma. He has been exercising
thoroughbred race horses the
past 32 years in the mid-west and
on the east coast. Lages started
attending Mercer in 2009.
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Chinese New Year
photos online
at mcccvoice.org
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all.” Like the senator, many traditional believers of the Dragon
also joined in the festivities of the
parade with high hopes for a fortunate and flourishing year.
Although Mercer students may be less than lucky to
feel the fortunes of the Dragon,
some still predict a prosperous future ahead for 2012. Psychic and
Intuitive Consultant Nikki Steward gave The VOICE her predictions for the year to come. “A lot
of people will see an upswing and
the unemployment rates are going to drop,” says Steward. “I have
already begun to feel a lot of positive energy in the environment,
and people are going to manifest
positive thoughts.”
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of $1 each per semester, changing
the fees from their current rates of
$12.50 and $14 to $13.50 and $15
each semester.
Mercer Economics Professor Framar Khoushab gave his
prediction of the economy for
2012. Khoushab said he hopes for
a turn-around in the economy but
thinks “The growth will not really
be dramatic. The most important
[element], consumer confidence,
which should be there is not there,
because of the crisis which we had
over the past couple of years. As
long as the consumer confidence
is not up we are not going to see
a major turn-around in economic
growth,” says Khoushab.
Still, politicians are
hopeful for the Dragon’s good fortune. New York Senator Kirsten
Gillibrand was one of the many
politicians who participated in
the parade. Gillibrand joins believers in thinking the year of the
dragon will be an auspicious year
for New York.
In an interview conducted by Huffington Post reporter
Chris Anderson Gillibrand said,
“I know the year of the dragon
will be a year of prosperity for
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Performers in dragon costume made their way from Little Italy to
Chinatown in NYC during the Chinese New Year parade on January 29,
2012.
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Other numbers are also affected
by the symbolism of this year.
Because the Year of the Dragon
is seen as auspicious and lucky,
believers of the zodiac see this as
opportunity to make life changes
like having children, referred to as
a baby-booming year.
Birth rates in the United
States rose 2 percent from 1997
to 1998, resulting in a birth increase of 3,941,553. Mary Yen, a
Chinese-American woman who
sold Chinese trinkets and origami
Dragons under a tent at the end of
the parade, gave her take on the
climb in birth rates during this
zodiac year saying, “Whoever is
born in this zodiac year will be
considered to be very lucky and
fortunate.”
The dragon is overlooking Mercer in another way, too. In
addition to the increase per credit
hour, there will also be a Technology Fee and College Fee increase

Women of all ages greet the swarming crowds as they ride a float along the parade
2012, ringing in the year of the dragon. Dragon years are said to bring economic pr
cans tend to rise during dragon years because they are considered so lucky.
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enrollment for this year has suffered a decrease of nearly three
percent, resulting in a budget decrease of approximately $333,000.
Donohue also attributes the proposed increase to Governor Chris
Christie’s state tax decisions for
education.
“Over the last four years
we’ve seen increasing increases to
the pension fund while the state
plays catch up. It’s not something
we have a choice about. They send
us a bill and say this is what you
have to pay this year and that
bill has been getting bigger every
year,” Donohue said while discussing the proposal.
Donohue went on to say,
“With our proposed increases
full-time tuition using $138 per
credit hours for a year will be
$3,312.”
The new tuition reflects
a total of four courses, the minimum number for students to be
considered full-time. However,
students who wish to graduate in
a two-year time are forced to take
at least five courses per semester.
This would change the annual tuition rate to $4140, an additional
$828 for each student.
Mercer’s Second-Year
Social Science student Dickson
Gan celebrates Chinese New Year
in a traditional way, surrounded by family, friends, and food.
When asked if the dragon will still
bring luck despite Mercer’s tuition increase Gan says, “There is
always a chance of luck and prosperity that can always come back
up despite the tuition increase.”
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Families gathered to watch the performers and great the lucky dragons in this year’s annual Chinese New Year Parade from Little Italy through Chinatown in New York City on
January 29, 2012.

MONKEY
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route at the annual Chinese New Year parade in New York City on January 29,
rosperity and other good fortune. Birthrates among Chinese and Chinese Ameri-
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Monkeys are lovable creatures who
often find themselves in troublesome
situations from their chattiness and
constant moving. Monkeys are very
clever and witty, but they may use
this to trick others. Monkeys keep
most of their focus on themselves
and the ones they love, caring little
about anyone outside of this realm.
Work to vanish laziness this year
and keep your heart open to the new
relationships headed your way.
Compatible With: Rat, Dragon

ROOSTER
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Roosters pride themselves on being
hard-workers. Roosters are very
talented animals who aren’t afraid
to take on new challenges. They
have a very strong personality which
tends to dominate their relationships with others. Roosters can be
conceited and see no justice in white
lies. Aim your dedications and blunt
honesty towards a difficult challenge
ahead this year.
Compatible With: Ox, Dragon

DOG
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Dogs are just and generous people.
Dogs keep very loyal relationships
with others and value honest communication. They are confident and
have faith in themselves and those
around them. Dogs find most joy in
giving back. Find yourself in an act
of community service or non-profit
organization this year.
Compatible With: Tiger, Horse
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PIG

Double check your zodiac
sign - especially if your
birthday falls in January or
February as Chinese years
don’t start right on Jauary
1 each year.

Pigs are shy, sincere animals. Pigs
have an easy-going personality,
never forcing themselves on others
and always shying away from the
center of attention. Pigs tend to be
known for being gullible and having
low self-esteem. If presented with
conflict this year, keep to your logical
ways and stand up for whatever your
views are.
Compatible With: Sheep, Rabbit

RAT

Rats are pioneers in nature. Rats
are quick with the quips in conversation. They look to get involved in
their surroundings. But be careful!
This sign symbolizes egocentric and
greedy behavior. Look to take on
new tasks this year, but be sure not
to overpower your peers.
Compatible With: Dragon, Monkey

OX

Oxes are hard workers. Oxes use
logic to overcome obstacles. They
are strong in nature and exude patience and positivity. However, even
with patience Oxes are known to be
stubborn. Focus on your positive
energies to get ahead this year.
Compatible With: Rooster, Snake

TIGER

Tigers are always curious, hungry for
new knowledge. When Tigers begin
something, they are determined to
finish it. They take passion in what
they care most about and will brave
anyone who challenges them. Don’t
be afraid of the ferocity of the tiger;
they are friendly at heart.
Compatible With: Dog, Horse

RABBIT

Quick by nature, Rabbits tend to dart
quickly at the first sight of conflict.
Rabbits are clever and ambitious
creatures. However, they rarely
finish the projects that they begin.
The Rabbit is known for being the
happiest zodiac sign, so it is unlikely
to ever catch a Rabbit fighting. Use
your ambition to guide you through
any upcoming projects that come
your way this year.
Compatible With: Pig, Sheep

These zodiac readings are
compiled from information
on the following site:
www.astrology.com

DRAGON

Dragons are known for their
power and perfectionism. A Dragon’s
flames symbolize their ability to be
hot-headed and stubborn. Don’t get
in a Dragon’s way or fear the wrath
of their tongue. A Dragon’s pride will
cloud their judgments, rarely considering others opinions. Focus your
powers on perfecting a new hobby
this year, but be sure to choose a
relaxing, stress-free hobby.
Compatible With: Rat, Monkey

SNAKE

Snakes are believed to be deeply
philosophical creatures. Snakes are
strong and seductive, so be cautious
when in their presence. Snakes are
charismatic creatures and always
seek to be the solution finder. Direct
your energies towards someone in
need of guidance this year.
Compatible With: Ox, Rooster

HORSE

Horses are very likable animals
because they are charming and
witty. Horses are humorous in nature, which attracts others to them.
Although their cunning features
make them seem very secure,
Horses actually struggle with low
self-esteem. They rely on no one but
themselves because they revel in
their independence. Turn your best
qualities inward and work on raising
your own self image this year.
Compatible With: Tiger, Dog

SHEEP

Sheep follow a system of checks
and balances in their lives in order
to find stability. Sheep respect order
and authority, and focus best when
rules are set. Sheep are one of the
most fortunate zodiac signs, like the
Dragon. They possess great intelligence and have a natural artistic
talent. Dabble your intelligence in
the realm of politics this year. Here
you will learn much of rules and
regulations.
Compatible With: Rabbit, Pig
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IS THIS YOU?

I swear
I’m the only
student in this
room paying any
attention.

YES?
YOU BELONG WITH US!

Build your resume.
See your work in print.
Make friends .
FInd your voice!

WRITERS

NOW RECRUITING

PHOTOGRAPHERS

NEWSPAPER

DESIGNERS

The College VOICE

Meet ings:
Mon + Wed
12-1:15pm

in AD 234a and FA 107

Your Associate Degree is the first step.
A Bachelor’s Degree?

You can do this.

Peirce’s career-based degree programs are designed to prepare you for
high-demand jobs in fast growing industries. If you are a Community College of
Philadelphia associate graduate transferring to Peirce College, you could receive

up to $3,000 in scholarship toward tuition.

Peirce offers bachelor’s degree programs in:
• Accounting

• Human Resource Management

• Business Administration

• Information Technology

• Healthcare Administration

• Paralegal Studies

• Health Information Administration

Contact us for a free transcript evaluation.
Keenan Thompson
Current Peirce Student

1420 Pine Street, Philadelphia, PA 19102
FACEBOOK.COM/PEIRCECOLLEGE

@PEIRCECOLLEGE

www.peirce.edu/community
888.467.3472, ext. 9000
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IN FOCUS

Diehard NJ surfers give summer the cold shoulder
By Julissa Guadagni
Senior Reporter

The winter chill may have forced
out the tourists and sunbathers of
the Jersey shore, but some surfers
remain in the icy Atlantic. Winter surfing is an extreme sport
that has become popular in Belmar, Point Pleasant, Monmouth
Beach, Manasquan Inlet, Sandy
Hook, Mantoloking and Casino
Pier.
According to thesurfingsite.com, the water temperature
ranges from 32 to 45 degrees, and
it’s “not uncommon to be surfing
while snow flurries are falling”.
Mercer alumnus and
winter surfer, Clint Fisher of
Hamilton Township has been
surfingfor about nine years; his
favorite beaches to go to are Belmar and Rockaway Beach.
“It’s the same as summer;
just make sure you have good gear.
A 3mm or 5mm [wetsuit] for the
winter, gloves and hood. Your face
feels like it’s getting stung by bees,
but with the wetsuit you still feel a
little warm and I let a little water
in to cool for my body temperature,” said Fisher.
Thesurfingsite.com also
states that the surf spots in New
Jersey break best on a long-period
south to southeast swell. This is
typically during hurricane or winter season since the low-pressure
systems move off the eastern seaboard and into the Mid-Atlantic.
Surfing in a blizzard is
nothing new to Fisher. “On the
weekend I went there, it was one
of the most memorable times. It’s
a feeling where you don’t know
what it’s like until you actually do
it,” he explained.
Winter surfing may
seem extreme, but Fisher finds
that it simply relieves stress. He
says, “My favorite time to be in
the ocean is when it’s snowing.
Call me weird, but when people
go in the winter there [are] bigger
waves.”
When asking Fisher
about one of his unusual surfing
stories he replied, “In the winter
I went super early in the morning
with really nice waves, and there

PHOTO | DAN ASNIS

A surfer braves the icy Atlantic to take part in the extreme sport of winter surfing at New Jersey’s Manasquan Beach in mid January.

PHOTO | MATTHEW ARNOLD

New Jersey’s shore waters have their best breaks during the winter, also know as hurricane season.
were four or five dolphins swimming. And that to me I’ll never
forget.”
However, the sport can

also be dangerous. Fisher adds,
“I always like to go with someone
because no matter how good you
are at swimming, there’s always a

chance you can get stuck, no matter what the season is. So it’s for
safety reasons, especially if you’re
just starting off.”

Surfing blog, xtremesport4u.com, states that the most
important thing is to “keep yourself warm from the inside out” by
eating high fat foods such as peanut butter sandwiches or energy
bars. These foods have a slow release which you can draw on later. Chocolate also works well for
quick snacks. The site also states
that, “...if you start feeling your
internal temperature drop you
must stop surfing. Involuntary
teeth chattering or shivering are
signs that your body has already
become too cold. Even when mild
hypothermia starts to set in, we
begin to perform below capacity
and can do something stupid.”
Winter surfing is gaining
popularity, especially in New Jersey. The cold temperatures do not
indicate the end of surfing until
summer comes around again. But
like any other sport, winter surfing has challenges and necessary
precautions should be taken.
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Do you see a
typo?
We are always trying
to improve our
proofreading!
If you see an error
in our spelling,
punctuation or
grammar let us know!

LAURA POLLACK
Sure, there are campus-wide
emails sent out written in Comic
Sans font, grammar mistakes on
flyers in the hallways, and more
bureaucracy than a government
office, but those are not the real
reasons Mercer students skip
classes or don’t turn in assignments. The real reason is laziness
and a lack of motivation.
Students can only blame
so much of their academic failure
on the college. In reality, the students who constantly complain
about how much they hate Mercer and can’t wait to leave will be
the ones stuck here an extra two
years because they are too lazy

AS I SEE IT

pollack.laura@gmail.com

want to
visit us
online at
MCCCVOICE.ORG
scan the qr code below
to go to our site

all weekend. Even simple distractions such as TV or Internet are
“Walking up that long path going to follow students to a four[from the parking lot] is year college.
Other students cite even
awful. If I’m going to walk more trivial things about Mercer,
such as the layout of the campus,
all the way to class just to sit that deter them from going to
there and be bored then it’s class.
If a person is too lazy to
not worth even showing up,” walk from their car to class, then
they will probably not be walk-James, a first year Mercer student
ing down the aisle in a graduation cap and gown anytime soon.
who refused to give his last
There’s no doubt that the path is
name (suggesting that even he
long, and the cold weather makes
understood just how lazy this is). it seem even longer, but that is not
something that Mercer students
will leave behind once they transfer.
“This place is so informal no one
Four year college camtakes it seriously enough. The way puses provide dormitories for
I see it is [Mercer is] too much their students. Unless a four year
like high school,” said Paul, a third college has created a series of unyear Mercer student who would derground tunnels connecting
not give his last name.
every dorm building to all the
When people don’t feel academic buildings, students will
like doing an assignment they’ll have to walk in the cold weather
do just about anything to procras- to get to their classes. If a Mercer
tinate. Being at a four-year college student is too lazy to go to their
just provides more distractions. classes now, chances are they will
People can simply walk down the still be too lazy to go to their classhall and find people to hang out es when they transfer.
with. There are parties thrown

Ellen DeGeneres supported by unusual allies

E-mail us at

read more?

to apply themselves. If a student
can’t find motivation at a community college, then the odds of
them achieving academic success
at a four-year college is nearly impossible.
In a recent VOICE poll
of 50 Mercer students, 94 percent
said they skip class without a valid
reason to do so.
Every class has a few of
these students. They’re students
who show up to a class without
something to write with and ask if
they can have an extension on an
assignment that was due a week
ago.
Community
colleges
have sometimes been perceived
as “13 grade,” but they are starting
to become more credible places
to get an education. In fact, President Obama mentioned community colleges in his state of the
union address, and according to
the most recent edition of The
Chronicle of Higher Education
the president is seeking $8 billion
for job training partnerships involving community colleges.
Despite these efforts to
make a push toward job training
partnerships, some students still
seem to believe Mercer is a joke.

SIERRA DOWNS
I must extend a personal --and
completely serious-- thanks to the
conservative anti-gay organization “One Million Moms”.
Ellen DeGeneres, in addition to being a highly successful day time talk show host, was
recently announced as an official spokesperson for JC Penney.
However, “One Million Moms”
has demanded that JC Penney
drop Ellen as a sponsor, for her
lack of “traditional values”. Fortunately no one has taken them seriously.

Editorial Policy:
The College VOICE is written and edited by students of Mercer County
Community College and published every 3 weeks under the advisement
of a faculty adviser. The material printed in The College VOICE, be
it articles, advertisements or opinion pieces, does not necessarily
represent the views of the editors, the faculty, staff, administration or
the board of trustees of Mercer County Community College.

In fact, they have created
a massive, unintentional wave of
LGBT awareness, as well as support from a variety of very unlikely candidates.
Conservative FOX News
correspondent Bill O’Reilly was
one unlikely supporter. During a
segment with contributor Sandy
Rios, (who defended the “One
Million Moms”), O’Reilly compared the Moms’ behavior to a
“witch hunt.” He said, “What is
the difference between the McCarthy era of the ‘50s and the Million Moms saying, ‘Hey, JCPenney and all you other stores, don’t
you hire any gay people. Don’t
you dare.’ What is the difference?”
It may be less surprising
that liberals have come to Ellen’s
defense as well, but one unusually strong voice of support came
from Howard Stern on his Sirius
radio talk show. He said “I am not
the world’s biggest Ellen DeGeneres fan, but I’ll tell you what: I
will defend her to the end.” Stern
went on to discuss the nation’s anti-gay climate, specifically citing a
recent Rolling Stone article by Sabrina Rubin Erdely that described
a rash of LGBT teen suicides in

former presidential hopeful Michele Bachmann’s district. There
were nine teen suicides in the one
school district in less than two
years.
Stern dropped his usual
raunchy humor to note that he,
too, had once been the victim
of bullying and that he thought
it was indefensible of so-called
soccer moms to be advocating
gay bashing. He likened Michele
Bachman and equally homophobic political contender Rick Santorum to Hitler saying, “Now,
Hitler put this kind of shit out
pre-World War II in Germany’s
beer halls; if the entire beer hall
had gotten up and beaten the shit
out of Hitler and kicked him in
the face, you wouldn’t have had
World War II...”
Stern later back tracked
and said he didn’t really advocate
physical violence against the politicians; he simply thought anyone
with a conscience should be booing the haters and running them
out of town.
The most significant
consequence, however, was the
attention “One Million Moms”
continues to draw to LGBT dis-

Write to The College VOICE!
Do you have something to say? The College VOICE accepts letters to
the editor. Submissions should be no more than 300 words; longer
submissions may be shortened. Submit materials in electronic format,
and include your name and status at Mercer (major and year, faculty
or staff position or alumnus). All materials submitted become the
property of The College VOICE, which reserves the right to reject or
edit material based on length, taste or clarity.

crimination in the workplace.
In 29 states, it’s still legal to fire
someone solely because they’re
lesbian, gay, or bisexual; in 34
states it is legal to fire someone
solely for being transgender. So,
thank you “One Million Moms”
for your gracious contribution to
LGBT rights awareness.
DeGeneres, in responding to “One Million Moms” on
her show, did what she does so
well: she made the situation into
a comedy. “Normally, I try not to
pay attention to my haters, but
this time I’d like to talk about it,
because ma haters are ma motivators.” She also said she plans on
keeping her JCPenney job, since
she’ll get great discounts on Tshirts and socks.
DeGeneres then concluded in a more serious manner.
“Here are the values that I stand
for,” she began. “I stand for honesty, equality, kindness, compassion,
treating people the way you want
to be treated and helping those in
need. To me, those are traditional
values. That’s what I stand for.”
On that note, I will now
be purchasing the rest of my socks
and underwear from JC Penney.
How to contact us:

e-mail:
pollack.laura@gmail.com
phone: (609) 586-4800 ext. 3594
write to: The College VOICE
Mercer County College
PO Box B
Trenton, NJ 08690
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